• Biology, BS - Grades 7-12 Life Science Education Concentration
  (http://catalog.tamucc.edu/undergraduate/science/teaching-
  certificates/biology-bs-grades-7-12-life-science-education-
  concentration/)

• Chemistry, BS - Grades 7-12 Physical Science Education
  Concentration (http://catalog.tamucc.edu/undergraduate/science/
  teaching-certificates/chemistry-bs-grades-7-12-physical-science-
  education-concentration/)

• Environmental Science, BS - Grades 4-8 Science Education
  Concentration (http://catalog.tamucc.edu/undergraduate/science/
  teaching-certificates/environmental-science-bs-grades-4-8-science-
  education-concentration/)

• Mathematics, BS - Grades 7-12 Mathematics Education
  Concentration (http://catalog.tamucc.edu/undergraduate/science/
  teaching-certificates/mathematics-bs-grades-7-12-education-
  concentration/)

• Mathematics, Grades 7-12, Teacher Certification Without a
  Mathematics Major (http://catalog.tamucc.edu/undergraduate/
  science/teaching-certificates/mathematics-grades-7-12-teacher-
  certification-without-major/)

• Science, Mathematics and Technology Education, Teacher Certificate
  (http://catalog.tamucc.edu/undergraduate/science/teaching-
  certificates/science-mathematics-technology-education-teacher-
  certificate/)